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Quantum Spin 
Liquids

QSL: a state of a magnet in which quantum 
fluctuations prevent order even at T=0.

Many theoretical suggestions since Anderson 
(73)

“Resonating Valence Bond” QSL states

+ + … 
! = stimulates interest in 

S=1/2 magnets



Local moments: Curie-Weiss law at high T

Frustration parameter:  f = |ΘCW|/TN

f>>1: wide regime TN < T < |ΘCW|

Frustration 
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Examples
lattice ground state S f
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κ-(BEDTTTF)2Cu2(CN)3 
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ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2 
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FeSc2S4

anisotropic 
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weakly 
anisotopic 
triangular

QSL? 1/2 >103

triangular glass 1 ~10-?
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glass (from 
impurities?)
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hyperkagome QSL? 1/2 >103

diamond spin-orbital 
liquid?

2
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“dimensional reduction”: 
1d spinons+triplons

M. Kohno, O. Starykh + LB, Nature Physics 3 , 790 - 795 (2007)
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Unusual superexchange: 
quadrupolar correlations
+ random-field physics

E. M. Stoudenmire, S. Trebst, LB,  Phys. Rev. B 79, 214436 (2009)
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Spin-orbit coupling 
crucial in both cases



Na4Ir3O8

An “hyperkagome” 
lattice of Ir4+ spins

Expect S=1/2 spin state 
- orbital state unclear?

Ir4+

t2g

5d5; S = 1/2

IrNa

Takagi group

Refs: PRB 78, 094403 (2008)
       PRL 101, 197202 (2008)



Spin liquid behavior

Susceptibility
Curie-Weiss temperature ΘCW ≈ -650K
Large χ at low T
µeff = 1.96 µB/Ir ≈ 1.73 µB/Ir (s=1/2)
Bulk and Knight shift consistent

No NMR line broadening or 
splitting
No phase transitions

Na4Ir3O8 

23Na  

23Na NMR



Spin liquid behavior

Specific Heat shows broad 
peak around 30K
No sharp features
Power-law behavior at low 
T indicates gapless 
excitations 

constant but small γ as T → 0

C/T

T0 200K

Wilson ratio R = χ/γ=37!



Spin orbit coupling

Estimate λ ≈ 0.5 eV
With SOC, RW can be arbitrarily large



Strong SOC limit

Two mechanisms of multiplet splitting

Due to smallness of octahedral distortion, we 
expect strong SOC limit appropriate

xy

xz, yz

J=1/2

J=3/2

crystal field

SOC

rather small 
distortions:

weak crystal 
fields



g-factor

Measured |g| ≈ 2 (from effective moment)

This is only consistent with very weak or very 
strong SOC

g
2

-2
λ/Δε

s=1/2 j=1/2



Strong SOC in 
Sr2IrO4

Resonant x-ray scattering shows selection 
rule

only consistent with j=1/2 strong SOC limit
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Exchange Anisotropy

J eigenstates: “spin” has strong orbital 
component

generally expect O(1) exchange anisotropy

Heisenberg model may be totally wrong!

If so, what is going on?

= Lz=1 Lz=0e.g.
!

2
3

!
!

1
3



Ir-O-Ir 
Superexchange

Resulting exchange 
Hamiltonian is indeed 
highly anisotropic

Actually unfrustrated:
unique ground state up to 
global spin rotations! 

Obviously inconsistent 
with experiments!

Ir
O

Jx, Jy AFM
Jz FM

Jx, Jz AFM
Jy FM

Jy, Jz AFM
Jx FM



Ir-Ir Direct Exchange

Miraculously, exchange is 
pure antiferromagnetic 
Heisenberg!

Weak Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya terms 
D ∼ |Δεn|/λ

Frustration preserved!

c.f. Na2IrO3 : direct 
exchange large - J. Yu 
group, arXiv:0907.0743

Ir
O

J + D



Quantum Spin 
Liquid?

Consistent scenario requires dominant direct 
exchange

Approximate Heisenberg description

Low “coherence” scale expected

Spin-liquid ground state plausible

Recent proposals of QSLs with fermionic 
spinons

“U(1)” Fermi surface state somewhat consistent 
with Cv(T)

Yi Zhou, Patrick A. Lee, Tai-Kai Ng, Fu-Chun Zhang, arXiv:0806.3323
M. Lawler, A. Paramekanti, Y.-B. Kim, LB arXiv:0806.4395



U(1) spin liquid state
Best variational QSL wavefunction (that we 
have found so far!) is a “U(1)” spin liquid 
with a spinon Fermi surface

This is a 3d analog of the “best” candidate 
state for κ-(BEDTTTF)2Cu2(CN)3  
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Band structure of U(1) uniform state

Fermi Energy
Bands 1-4

Band 5
Band 6
Band 7
Band 8
Band 9

Band 10
Band 11
Band 12

FIG. 3: U(1) uniform state band dispersion along high sym-
metry directions. Three bands cross the Fermi surface, one
is electron-like with kF 0.2!/a and two are hole-like with

kF Q ! 0.2!/a where "Q = (!, !, !), Q = | "Q|.

couplings or an extended variational ansatz with more
variational parameters will not favor such a Z2 state with
a small pair amplitude. We discuss this further in our
concluding section.
Application to the specific heat of Na4Ir3O8: Mo-
tivated by our variational ground state calculations we
next turn to specific heat of the uniform U(1) state in
order to compare with the data on Na4Ir3O8. Since we
cannot implement the Gutzwiller projection exactly for
computing finite temperature properties in any simple
manner, we will use a renormalized mean field theory
(RMFT) to make progress. The RMFT analysis suggests
that a part of the e!ect of projection can be taken into
account on top of the mean field theory by Gutzwiller
renormalization factors. For instance, !!Si · !Sj"proj =

gJ!!Si · !Sj"mf defines the renormalization factor gJ . From
our calculations, we find that Eproj/Emf # 3 which yields
a numerical estimate gJ # 3. We next set gJ = 3 and
compute the quasiparticle contribution to the specific
heat of the U(1) uniform state in the RMFT.

Fig. 4 shows the heat capacity computed this way. We
emphasize that this is a zero-parameter fit. As seen, the
overall behavior of C/T is in broad agreement with the
data. Remarkably, for 5K ! T ! 25K, we find C/T
shows a strong, almost linear, T -dependence similar to
experiment. However, as expected, the computed C/T
tends to saturate below about 5K due to the spinon
Fermi surfaces, leading to a nonzero " # 10 mJ/K2/mol-
Ir. Integrating C/T we also present a comparison be-
tween the entropy of this state which also shows reason-
able agreement with the higher temperature data.
Discussion: In this paper we have argued, based on
mean field theory and projected wavefunction studies,
that the U(1) uniform state which supports three spinon
Fermi surfaces is an energetically viable candidate for
the ground state of the S = 1/2 hyper-kagome Heisen-
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FIG. 4: Comparison of the specific heat coe!cient, # = C/T
between the U(1) uniform state and phonon-subtracted spe-
cific heat coe!cient measurements on Na4Ir3O8.

berg model. We have shown that it provides a reason-
able overall description of the specific heat of Na4Ir3O8

over a broad temperature range T " 5K. Our analysis
does not include the e!ect of possible further neighbor
interactions (small next neighbor antiferromagnetic ex-
change J ! $ 0.1% 0.2J cannot be ruled out from our
diagonalization study) and is therefore not expected to
capture the very low temperature fate of the spinon Fermi
surface. However, we have studied the e!ect of singlet
Cooper pairing as a natural and generic weak instability
of the spinon Fermi surface. As an example, extending
our Z2 ansatz to include next neighbor pairing terms,
which would arise from further neighbor interactions in
a mean field theory, leads to an unconventional pairing
state with line nodes where the [110] plane (and symme-
try related planes) intersect the spinon Fermi surfaces.
Such a line node state, with a small singlet pairing gap,
would lead to a low temperature specific heat C $ T 2

as has been observed for T ! 3K. Future neutron scat-
tering experiments could look for evidence of low energy
spin fluctuations coming from such a line node.

Finally, it has been recently argued that the weak tem-
perature dependence of # at low T and the specific heat
C $ T 2 cannot be reconciled unless spin orbit induced
Dzyaloshinskii Moriya interactions are present. It was
shown that both strong and weak spin orbit interactions
are consistent with the high temperature # data. If spin
orbit interactions are weak on the scale of J , our ap-
proach clearly provides a reasonable starting point to de-
scribe this material. Interestingly, however, if spin orbit
interactions are strong, a j = 1/2 isotropic Heisenberg
model emerges as an interesting possibility for modelling
Na4Ir3O8. In this case, our results for the energetics and
specific heat would remain unchanged. However, the spin
susceptibility could be quite di!erent from a simple pre-
diction that #(T ) $ T in a singlet pairing state with line
nodes; #(T = 0) may in fact remain constant even if



Na4Ir3O8

A seemingly consistent picture 
of Na4Ir3O8 emerges including 
strong spin-orbit

frustration is maintained by direct 
exchange, and a spin liquid becomes a 
plausible candidate ground state

Open issue: how important 
are charge fluctuations?

Na4Ir3O8 may be close to a Mott 
transition 

For another talk: Mott transition with 
strong SOIs
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Spectrum of Materials

Spectrum of materials

900

V. Fritsch et al. PRL 92, 116401 (2004); N. Tristan et al. PRB 72, 174404 (2005); T. Suzuki et al. 
(2006)

1 10 205

CoAl2O4

MnSc2S4

MnAl2O4

CoRh2O4 Co3O4
s = 5/2

s = 3/2

FeSc2S4
Orbital 

degeneracy

s = 2

f



Orbital degeneracy 
in FeSc2S4

Chemistry:
Fe2+: 3d6

1 hole in eg level

Spin S=2
Orbital pseudospin 1/2

Static Jahn-Teller does 
not appear
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Atomic Spin Orbit

Separate orbital and spin degeneracy can be split!

Energy spectrum: singlet GS with gap = λ

Microscopically,

Naive estimate λ ≈ 25K
λ

! =
6!2

0

!

HSO = !!

!
"x

"
3

"
(Sx)2 ! (Sy)2

#
+ "z

$
(Sz)2 ! S(S + 1)

3

%&



Spin orbital singlet

Ground state of λ>0 term:

Due to gap, there is a stable SOS phase for λ >> J.

Sz=0 Sz=2( Sz=-2+ )! 1"
2



Exchange

Inelastic neutrons show 
significant dispersion 
indicating exchange

Bandwidth ≈ 20K is of 
similar order as ΘCW and 
estimated λ

Gap (?) 1-2K

Small gap is classic indicator of 
incipient order

!"#$%&'()*+$$"%,'- ,'(."/*0/12(/3,'(4,5#,6()$+$"

73"','- &8(+()3,' -+3 ,'(."/*0/1

9:(;%,<<"4 et al:=(>?@):(A"B:(C"$$:(94=(0DE1F0=(0FFG

cally long-range ordered state of the Mn2+ moments.10 For
FeSc2S4, however, !H!T" remarkably exceeds the bulk sus-
ceptibility "!T", indicating an additional broadening mecha-
nism. The inset shows the relative linewidth !H!T" /H0 vs
"!T" with the temperature T as an implicit parameter. In the
case of magnetic broadening, !H!T" /H0 vs "!T" is expected
to scale with the irradiation frequencies #0 /2$ and/or ap-
plied fields H0.13 Toward low values of !H!T" /H0 and ",
i.e., high temperatures, the leveling off of !H!T" /H0 for dif-
ferent #0 /2$ and/or H0 indicates that a frequency and/or
field independent broadening mechanism is active and the
relative linewidth !H!T" /H0 cannot be explained based on
magnetic effects only.

Therefore, we attribute this contribution of !H to the in-
teraction between the electric quadrupole moment Q of the
probing nuclei and an EFG at the scandium site !B site".
Indeed, the drastic increase of !H resembles the temperature
dependence of the EFG at the A site deduced from the quad-
rupole splitting in Mössbauer experiments,17 where the enor-
mous increase of the EFG toward lower temperatures has
been explained taking into account the effects of second or-
der spin-orbit coupling and random strains on the vibronic e
doublet ground state.17 Dielectric spectroscopy indicates that
the orbital reorientation drastically slows down and is well
below 1 MHz for T%75 K.6 Hence, viewed from the time
scale set by the NMR experiment, the charge distribution of
orbitals appears to be almost frozen in producing a static
EFG at the probing nuclear site.

Figure 4 presents the temperature dependences of the
spin-spin relaxation rates 1 /T2!T" of FeSc2S4 and MnSc2S4.
At high temperatures both compounds exhibit temperature
independent rates and almost identical values of 1 /T2 result-
ing from exchange narrowing due to fast spin fluctuations.
Lowering the temperature, the spin-spin relaxation in the
manganese compound diverges and shows a peak at TN as is
usually observed in antiferromagnets !AFM".18 A fit of a
critical behavior 1 /T2& #!T!TN" /TN$!' with TN=2 K and

'=0.23 !for 2%T%70 K" is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.
This value roughly meets the theoretical prediction '=0.3
for a three-dimensional !3D" Heisenberg AFM.19 But it has
clearly to be stated that critical exponents are only defined
near TN and in zero magnetic fields. In contrast, the spin-spin
relaxation rate 1 /T2!T" in the iron compound decreases to-
ward low temperatures, exhibits a minimum at around 10 K,
and slightly increases again at lowest temperatures. As there
is no long-range magnetic order in FeSc2S4,5,20 this increase
of 1 /T2!T" for T%10 K does not indicate the vicinity of a
magnetically ordered state, but more likely is due to a release
of the exchange narrowing mechanism as orbital fluctuations
or orbital glassiness6 weaken the exchange interaction to-
ward low temperatures.

Finally, the temperature dependences of the spin-lattice
relaxation rates 1 /T1!T" are shown in Fig. 5. In MnSc2S4,
1 /T1!T" exhibits the common behavior of long-range ordered
AFMs with a divergent relaxation rate at the magnetic order-
ing temperature TN=2 K. At high temperatures, 1 /T1!T" lev-
els off at a constant value of 1 /T1%0.6 ms!1 which is
slightly below the value reported recently.10 In FeSc2S4,
1 /T1!T" at elevated temperatures is temperature independent
with a value of 1 /T1%3 ms!1, strongly enhanced when com-
pared to MnSc2S4. In the case of a predominant nuclear re-
laxation mechanism provided by fluctuations of localized
spins, 1 /T1!T" in the high-temperature limit is 1 /T1(

=&2$!)g*BAhf /z!"2z!S!S+1" / !3#ex" with the exchange fre-
quency of local spins #ex=kB '+CW ' / #,&zS!S+1" /6$.10,21

The constants z=4 and z!=6 define the numbers of
exchange-coupled local spins and that of local spins interact-
ing with the probing nuclei, respectively.10 From a plot K
versus " !not shown" we checked that MnSc2S4 as well as
FeSc2S4 exhibit the same value of the hyperfine coupling
constant Ahf%3 kOe/*B. Due to the lower spin value and
the higher value of the Curie-Weiss temperature in the case
of FeSc2S4, the relaxation rate in the high-temperature limit

FIG. 4. !Color online" Spin-spin relaxation rates 1 /T2!T" of
FeSc2S4 !circles" and MnSc2S4 !triangles" at 90 MHz. Inset: the
line is a fit of a divergent behavior !TN=2 K" for MnSc2S4 !see
text".

FIG. 5. !Color online" Spin-lattice relaxation rates 1 /T1!T" of
FeSc2S4 !circles" and MnSc2S4 !triangles" at 90 MHz. Inset:
Arrhenius plot of 1 /T1!T" for FeSc2S4. The solid line fits an acti-
vated behavior 1 /T1&exp!!! /kBT" with !=0.2 meV.

BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 73, 132409 !2006"

132409-3

N. Büttgen et al, PRB 73, 132409 (2006)



Exchange

Heisenberg interactions

Rather classical (S=2)

favors spiral ground states

but competes with spin-orbit interaction

H =
1
2

!

ij

Jij
!Si · !Sj (J1 - J2)



Minimal Model

Neutron scattering 
suggests peak close to 
2π(100)

Indicates J2 >> J1

!"#$%&'()*+$$"%,'- ,'(."/*0/12(/3,'(4,5#,6()$+$"

73"','- &8(+()3,' -+3 ,'(."/*0/1

9:(;%,<<"4 et al:=(>?@):(A"B:(C"$$:(94=(0DE1F0=(0FFG

Hmin = J2

!

!!ij""

!Si · !Sj + HSO

Expect MFT good in 3+1 dimensions



Quantum Critical 
Point

Mean field phase diagram

λ/J2

T

2π(100) AF
Ferro OO

16

SO singlet

FeSc2S4



Predictions

Large T=0 susceptibility (estimated)

Scaling form for (T1T)-1 ∼  f(Δ/T)

Specific heat Cv ∼ T3 f(Δ/T)

Possibility of pressure-induced ordering

Magnetic field suppresses order - opposite to 
dimer antiferromagnet (e.g. TlCuCl3)

✓

✓

✓



Summary

We’ve discussed two candidate QSL 
materials, concluding

Na4Ir3O8 remains a strong candidate, and the 
only one in 3d

FeSc2S4 may be understood from spin-orbital-
singlet formation near a QCP resulting from the 
competition between SOI and exchange

Both are examples of strong SOI effects in 
Mott insulators



Mott transition with 
SOIs

Phase diagram for frustrated material with SOIs

See D. Pesin + LB, arXiv:0907.2962

U/t

λ/t0
0

metal TBI

Magnetic order

TMIGM
I

weak 
magnetism


